WESTERSTRAND SPORTS SYSTEM

Sports Timer LED
To show time for competitors, officials and audiences at e.g.
orienteering, marathons, car races, etc.

Function
The sports timer can be used as a real-time clock or as a timer that counts up or down. It has
a function for storing lap times and in real-time mode there is a function for counting down to
repeated starts. In addition to the control devices, you can also connect start and stop signals,
for example a start gun.
The sports timer can be operated with either 230V AC or 12V DC. A cable for mains operation
and one for connection to a car battery are included in the delivery.
The sports timer has connections for RS485 communication

Versions
Single or double-sided. Digit height 60, 120, 150, 190 or 250mm.
Easily portable (equipped with handles) and weatherproof for placement on car roof or next to
the competition area.
The delivery includes
1 pc. 230V connection cable with plug.
1 pc. 12 V connection cable (car battery) battery terminals and 3-pin connector.
The unit is developed and manufactured by WESTERSTRAND
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There are two options for controlling the sports timer:
A hardwired 20-button remote control with display and a radio-controlled
7-button without display. The hardwired remote control is needed to use
all functions in the sports timer, but it is enough to use the wireless as
simpler functions are to be used.

Control device for controlling all functions of
the Sports Timer.
Set time (Real time)
Dimmer handling
Signal management
Set countdown time
Start / Stop / Reset
Switch between counting up / down
Change display format
Comes with 10m cable
Art.no 119240-90

Control unit for simpler functions.
Set countdown time
Start / Stop / Reset
Switch between counting up / down
Change display format
Radio frequency 868MHz
Battery 2 x 1.5V AA (included)
Range approx. 200m
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